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Abstract
RR variability is one of the very important tools today for understanding the cardiac activity under dynamic conditions. Acquiring the heart rate data under dynamic conditions is a very difficult task. ECG recording is exposed to many technical and physiological disturbances, which are not easily prevented or controlled. Considering this, a wireless system has been developed to acquire RR intervals from the subject using cardiosport transmitter and cardiopulse receiver. A digital signal processing software DADiSP has been used to analyze various parameters of the RR series. The heart rate monitor belt transmits 5 KHz pulse for each 'R' wave that lasts for about 35 milliseconds. The receiver has heart-rate sensor and four-stage amplifier with active band pass filters. A sharp positive pulse is obtained for each 'R' wave and fed to the computer. The system is flexible. Data can be collected while the subject is at rest or doing exercise.

INTRODUCTION
The RR variability (RRV) or Heart rate variability (HRV) is a non-invasive index of the neural control of the heart. It can be quantified by the simple calculation of the standard deviation of the RR intervals. The last three decades have witnessed the recognition of a significant relationship between the autonomic nervous system and cardiovascular mortality, including sudden cardiac death. Experimental evidence for an association between propensity for lethal arrhythmias and signs of either increased sympathetic or reduced vagal activity has spurred efforts for the development of quantitative markers of autonomic activity (Task Force, 1996). Heart rate variability (HRV) represents one of the most promising such markers. There is an increasing need for the development of sensitive tools for risk factor stratification because of the danger of cardiac arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death. It is important to identify in what populations these risks are most prominent or pose a great amount of caution. The most crucial application of HRV measurement is in its prognostic indication for sudden cardiac death. Therefore, developing the most appropriate tools for analysis of HRV is important for risk stratification. Determining risk of cardiac events is an asset in treatment and management of disease.

In HRV analysis either the heart rate as a function of time or intervals between successive QRS complexes need to be determined. There are two methods of analysis of HRV data: time and frequency-domain analysis. In either method, the interbeat intervals should be properly calculated and all abnormal heartbeats and artifacts must be removed from consideration. Time-domain measures are the simplest parameters to be calculated. The following time-domain parameters can be calculated for short-term recordings: Mean HR, SDNN and RMS-SD. The time-domain parameters are associated mostly with the overall variability of the HR over the time of recording, except RMS-SD, which is associated with fast (parasympathetic) variability. Furthermore, in the frequency domain, spectral analysis of HRV reveals three distinct frequency regions in the modulation of heart rate in humans. The typical spectral pattern, in normal conditions shows the presence of three frequency bands: a very low frequency (VLF) band from 0.00 to 0.04 Hz, a low frequency (LF) band from 0.04 to 0.15 Hz and a high frequency (HF) band of more than 0.15 Hz. LF component increases with every form of sympathetic stimulation, whereas the area of high frequency component (HF) provides a quantitative index of the influence of respiration on heart rate signal and may be connected to the vagal activity. Thus LF/HF ratio is an important marker of sympathetic modulation or sympatho-vagal balance on heart rate variability control.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
The purpose of this work was to design and develop wireless system for measurement of heart rate variability. The system consists of cardiosport transmitter belt, heart rate sensor, cardiopulse receiver, parallel port ADC and Digital Signal Processing software. The system is shown in fig.1.

The heart rate monitor belt transmits 5 KHz pulse for each ‘R’ wave that lasts for about 35 milliseconds. The 35mS cardiosport pulse (amplified) is shown in fig.2. The pulse is generated at the peak of ECG ‘QRS’ complex. The receiver has heart rate sensor, four-stage amplifier with active band pass filters, comparator, refractory generator, standard pulse generator, differentiator, and ADC card. The hardware is realized around quad operational amplifier TL074, multivibrator LM4538 and Picotech ADC card. The circuit is biased from 5 volts power supply. The heart rate sensor is a pick-up coil of cardiopulse receiver that produces a signal of 100-500 V amplitude. This signal is produced, when it is placed around the transmitter, in the range of about one meter. To take care of electrical interference from other electronic devices, lower and upper cutoff frequencies of the receiver are kept at 3KHz and 7KHz respectively. The receiver has fixed gain of 10000. Output of amplifier and filter stage-II is shown in fig.3. Signal is then processed to produce a sharp positive pulse that represents each ‘R’ wave using comparator, standard pulse generator and differentiator. Standard pulses that represent each heartbeat are fed to the LED flasher to have indication of generated heart beat. The train of processed pulses is shown in fig.4. This train of pulses is then fed to the computer through parallel port ADC (Picotech) and monitored using Picoscope software. The Digital signal processing software DADiSP is employed to process acquired signal.

The flow chart summarizing individual steps used when recording and processing RR intervals in order to obtain data for RRV analysis is shown in fig.5. RR wave-pulses
received through ADC card and processor are monitored using Pico-oscilloscope. Acquired signal is checked properly for noise and artifacts if any. If necessary, the procedure is repeated to have noise free data from the subject. Such instances were very rare and discharged battery or noisy electrical appliances around the subject mainly caused that. This data is then copied to the first window of DADiSP worksheet. At this stage, signal is processed step by step in the worksheet.

Initially, 128 seconds series of RR waves is extracted into another window (fig.6). Using get-peak function, peaks of RR waves are detected and plotted as shown in fig.7. Threshold for get-peak function is set by visual inspection of peaks so as to have selection of all peaks that represent ‘R’ waves. Optimum care has been taken while inspecting data at this stage, as improper selection of artifact, ectopic or noise pulses would result in wrong index value. However, no editing is necessary in 99 % cases, as pulses are sharp and have large amplitudes. RR intervals are plotted in next window by taking derivative of these peaks (fig.8). Accuracy of one millisecond was maintained during this process. RR interval time series is an irregularly time-sampled series and should therefore be interpolated prior to spectrum estimation. Hence, it is interpolated by two and processed for PSD. Related worksheet windows are shown as fig.9 and fig.10. It calculates, Mean-RR and SD-RR in time domain, whereas, VLF, LF, HF, TF and LF/HF parameters in frequency domain.
To determine values for RR variability, we recruited a sample of 15 healthy persons 17 to 50 years old. In this study, RR intervals were recorded in three different modes or positions: supine, sitting and five seconds rhythm respiration or deep respiration. At a time 150 seconds R-R interval data was acquired in each mode. All experiments were performed in the afternoon between 2.00pm to 7.00pm, at least 2 hours after a lunch in a quiet environmentally controlled recording room. The subjects were asked to refrain from heavy exercise or alcoholic beverages and smoking for at least 24 hours before the tests. On entering the recording room, each participant was transferred onto a table and fitted with a Cardiosport belt sensor. In an attempt to achieve steady-state resting conditions, participants lay quietly in a dark, quiet room for 10 min before the start of data collection. The testing protocol consisted of a 10-minutes period of supine rest, a 2.5 minutes supine-mode recording, a 2.5-minutes sitting-mode recording, a 10 minutes supine rest and 2.5 minutes deep breathing or rhythm respiration recording.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The system was initially tested on number of subjects to analyze its performance and assess its suitability for research. Accuracy of wireless system was compared with ECG system. This was done by recording ECG and output of cardiopulse receiver simultaneously, from same subject using two-channel Picotech ADC card (ADC100). Recordings are shown in fig.11.

It was observed that results obtained by developed system are cent-to-cent percent comparable with the system using ECG. Results show that wireless system is most appropriate for this type of research. Furthermore, no electrodes need to be connected to the subject to acquire the data. We measured time and frequency domain based indices for 15 subjects.
Results obtained are comparable with existing HRV analysis systems. The mean results obtained are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1: RRV Measurements on Normal Subjects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>MEAN RR</th>
<th>SD-RR</th>
<th>TE</th>
<th>VLF</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>HF</th>
<th>LF/HF</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2316.6</td>
<td>1671.5</td>
<td>1259.06</td>
<td>948.73</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1297.2</td>
<td>1009.8</td>
<td>2318.73</td>
<td>548.96</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>6280.2</td>
<td>1675.92</td>
<td>1115.06</td>
<td>1497.20</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A cardiosport pulse transmitter belt is probably the easiest way to detect RR-interval times. It is lightweight, waterproof, comfortable, and accurate. The developed receiver has optimum performance to acquire RR series signals from the subject in the range of about one meter. The system is flexible; data can be collected while the subject is at rest or doing exercise. The system is capable of analyzing ECG signal to get: Mean-RR, SD-RR, VLF, LF, HF, Total Power and ratio LF/HF values.
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